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Abstract (en)
A scroll type fluid displacement apparatus including a housing (12) with a fluid inlet port and fluid outlet port is disclosed. A fixed scroll (22) is joined
with the housing and has a first circular end plate (221) from which a first wrap extends. An orbiting scroll (23) has a second circular end plate (231)
from which a second wrap extends. The first and second wraps interfit at an angular and radial offset to make a plurality of line contacts to define
at least one pair of sealed off fluid pockets. A driving mechanism, which includes a drive shaft (13), is operatively connected to the orbiting scroll
to effect the orbital motion of the orbiting scroll at radius Ror, while the rotation of the orbiting scroll is prevented by a rotation preventing/thrust
bearing device (24), whereby the fluid in the fluid pockets moves inwardly or outwardly and changes in volume. The center of the first circular end
plate is aligned with the center line of the housing and the center of the first wrap is radially offset from the center of the first circular end plate by
the distance 1/2 Ror. The center of the second wrap is radially offset from the center of the second circular end plate by the distance 1/2 Ror. The
drive shaft has a center line, which is aligned with the center line of the housing, and also has a crank pin, the center line of which is aligned with the
center of the second circular end plate.
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